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Mercury enters one of the signs it rules, Gemini, on June 3rd, and soon after on the 6th, there’s
a Gemini New Moon. This comes with Jupiter now in Gemini, so the start of Juputer in
Gemini is strong for Gemini energy and kicking off new beginnings. We have lots of ideas, we’re
active and engaged, and we’re ready to get started and take the initiative.

Mars pushes into Taurus on June 9th, and this does make us a little slow, but we can be steady
and stick with it once we get started. Mercury quickly exits Gemini and enters Cancer on June
17th, the same day as Venus, and the Sun enters Cancer on June 20th. We can be in tune with
our emotions, give more attention to home and family matters, and work to strengthen our
foundations.

The Capricorn Full Moon on the 21st helps us make progress with what we’ve done right, get
serious about our goals, and work to manage responsibilities well or get a break. Saturn retrograde
starts on June 29th, and this can make us feel more limited with our options, so we have to work
within the limitations we have for now.

JUN 3: MERCURY ENTERS GEMINI

JUN 6: GEMINI NEW MOON

JUN 9: MARS ENTERS TAURUS

JUN 17: MERCURY & VENUS ENTER CANCER

JUN 20: SUN ENTERS CANCER

JUN 21: CAPRICORN FULL MOON

JUN 29: SATURN RETROGRADE BEGINS

KEY DATES:

about June 2024:



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mercury Enters Gemini
Tuesday: Mercury trine Pluto,
Mercury conjunct Jupiter, Sun
conjunct Venus
Thursday: Gemini New Moon
Saturday: Venus square Saturn
Sunday: Mars Enters Taurus, Sun
square Saturn

With Mercury in Gemini, mental energy is strong, we’re more
expressive and engaging, and we can keep busy with plenty to
focus on. Mental energy can be especially strong during the week,
and we can come up with big ideas and get to the heart of matters.
We can take action with opportunities to pursue our ideas thanks
to the New Moon, and others can be helpful. We may want a
little break over the weekend though, feeling a bit overworked,
stressed, or overwhelmed, so try to rest and recover.

Make a plan for the week! Which ideas can you take action with this week, which plans can you finish,
and how can you get extra rest over the weekend:

Week of:
June 3rd - 9th 2024



GEMINI NEW MOON: JUNE 6 2024

n e w  m o o n  m a n i f e s t a t i o n

Natal House the New Moon
occurs in & what it rules:

potential Gemini
focuses:

ideas
short-term plans
communication, news,
information
learning & teaching
writing & reading
community &
neighborhood
young people

Natal Planets in Gemini & what
they rule:

What New Moon manifestations will you focus on for this New Moon? Brainstorm affirmations,
rituals, and general intuitive thoughts:



Planetary Events:

Tuesday: Mars square Pluto
Wednesday: Mercury square
Saturn, Ceres Retrograde sextile
Saturn
Friday: 2nd Quarter Moon in
Virgo, Sun conjunct Mercury
Sunday: Venus square Neptune

There can be fights over power and control early in the week, and
we may struggle with others. Constant fighting can be common, but
this likely doesn’t lead anywhere productive. Try to channel the
extra physical energy into something healthy and positive. Our
minds might need a break midweek, and we can focus on
strengthening our resources, being smarter with what we have, and
finding new ways to streamline. The 2nd Quarter Moon in Virgo
helps us make small adjustments over the next week, and we can
see results from something we began a couple months ago. We
may end the week wanting to get lost in daydreams and fantasies.

Make a plan for the week! What can you channel physical energy into, how can you get a break, which
resources can you be smarter with, and what small adjustments can you make:

Week of:
June 10th - 16th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mercury & Venus Enter
Cancer, Mercury square
Neptune, Mercury conjunct
Venus
Thursday: Sun Enters Cancer, Sun
square Neptune
Friday: Capricorn Full Moon,
Mercury sextile Mars

Home and family matters become more important this week with
the Cancer energy, and we can tend to foundations and emotions.
We can be extra sensitive to start the week and need to be careful
with our words, though we can enjoy time spent with others and
may not want to be alone too much, yet may also be easily tired
this week. The Capricorn Full Moon can bring progress with our
goals and direction, and we can take advantage of the ideas we
have.

Make a plan for the week! How can you improve matters at home or with those you think of as family,
how can you tend to your emotional needs, and how can you get extra rest:

Week of:
June 17th - 23rd 2024



Planetary Events:

Tuesday: Mercury opposite Ceres
Retrograde
Wednesday: Mercury trine Saturn
Friday: 4th Quarter Moon in
Aries
Saturday: Saturn Retrograde Begins
in Pisces, Venus sextile Mars
Sunday: Venus opposite Ceres
Retrograde, Mars trine Ceres
Retrograde

We may have difficulty expressing support early in the week, or
getting the support we’re looking for. We likely need to be more
flexible and avoid reading into things too much. Mental energy can
be disciplined midweek, and the 4th Quarter Moon in Aries helps
us take the initiative to clear out and finish over the next week. We
can be passionate over the weekend, and can make use of
resources we already have, though we might be at odds with others
over how to use them. With the start of Saturn retrograde, we can
feel limited in our options, and likely need to work on past baggage
and karma.

Make a plan for the week! How can you be more flexible, what can you clear out, how can you use
your passionate energy, and what baggage can you work on:

Week of:
June 24th - 30th 2024



Mercury & New Moon in Gemini
Mini Scopes

A
RI

ES Opportunities to take one of our ideas or plans and do something
tangible with it can come to you with the New Moon, and this might
be something big with Jupiter now in Gemini as well. You can take a
chance on yourself and your ideas, and you can benefit from your
mental energy, abilities, and knowledge.

C
A

N
C

ER
G

EM
IN

I
TA

U
RU

S Taking a steady approach can prove to be most beneficial for you, and
you can steadily pursue opportunities to improve stability, security, and
confidence. You can expand on your resources in smart ways, and you
can get access to new resources that help you feel more grounded and
secure.

All of this energy in your sign is fabulous for new beginnings and new
ventures, and Jupiter in your sign is great for a whole new chapter in
your life. The New Moon can bring opportunities for you to get
started, and you can be enthusiastic and excited. Mercury helps you
come up with ideas, gather information, and communicate.

Opportunities may come to you that keep you working on your own,
and this can be where you thrive right now. You can make great
progress without interference, and you can have better focus without
interruptions. You may also feel you can develop a stronger
connection to your intuition and spiritual self.

V
IR

G
O

LE
O This can be a great time to be unconventional, to do things in your

own way, and to go outside your comfort zone. You can benefit from
pushing yourself, and seeing what else is out there. This can get you
closer to your dreams, and opportunities may come to you that help
you make progress.

This can be an amazing period for success with anything you’ve been
working at for a long time, been smart and ethical with, and are
passionate about. You can get attention for what you’ve done, and
make important connections with powerful people. You can also set
new goals, and put yourself on the right path.



Mercury & New Moon in Gemini
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

There can be opportunities for you to pursue a big idea, and your
view of the big picture can be of great help for you. You can be
optimistic about life and what’s possible, which can open up even
more for you. You can approach everything with zeal, and can learn
from new experiences.

CA
PR

IC
O

RN
SA

G
IT

TA
RI

U
S

SC
O

RP
IO There can be opportunities for you to transform something for the

better, to bring fresh life to something stale, and this can help empower
you. You can also benefit from doing research into something, getting
to the heart of matters, and making use of intensity and passion.

The people in your life can benefit you, and your connections can
lead to opportunities. You can prioritize opportunities that allow you
to work with or for others, and you can be pleasant and charming with
others, which can draw more people to you. You can enjoy the
company and keep the peace.

Being detailed, creating practical plans, organizing your schedule, and
sticking to a routine can be beneficial for you now, and this can lead to
more opportunities coming your way. You can start a new project or
venture that you’re passionate about, and you can get attention for
work you do.

P
IS

C
ES

A
Q

U
A

RI
U

S Creativity can be high, and this can be used in productive ways.
Opportunities can come to you to jumpstart creative projects and
ventures, and this can be exciting and inspiring for you. You may get
attention for your pursuits, and can enjoy that. You can also channel
creativity into different aspects of your life.

There can be an opportunity to start something from the ground up,
and this can be something you’ve been wanting to work on for some
time. It likely won’t culminate in anything right away, but rather is
something that can be a focus for the next six months up to six years.
Build a strong foundation now so you can keep going confidently.



Mars in Taurus
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES Mars exits your sign, which means your energy can slow down a little

bit, and you can take your time with taking action. You want to be
certain first before you do, and you can wait until you’re ready, and
won’t be rushed. Once you get started, you can see it through to the
end with confidence.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S Mars entering your sign can increase your energy and drive, and you

can focus on pursuing what you want for yourself. You can be more
enthusiastic, excited, and willing to take the initiative for what you
want. What you start now can be something you focus on for the next
18 - 24 months.

Mars in Taurus can slow your energy down, and you may need to take
more time for rest and to recharge. The buildup of planets in your sign
pushes you to take action with what you want and maximize
opportunities, but Mars reminds you not to push too far and make
sure you’re taking care of yourself.

You may find that you’re energized in new, different ways from the
norm, and you can try out different things to see what works best for
you now. You might be more inspired when you step outside your
comfort zone, act independently, or are pursuing your dreams for the
future, and can work on positive changes.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Mars in Taurus can help you hit new heights with something you

began anywhere from 6 to 24 months. You can hit your stride in some
way, get recognition for what you’ve done, or achieve outright success
with something. This can come with responsibilities, but you can
appreciate the progress.

Expanding your life in new ways, exploring new places, and having
new experiences can energize you, and you can learn so much from
what you do and where you go. You can be open to new
possibilities, and can be much more optimistic than usual. This helps
you keep going through any challenges.



Mars in Taurus
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Your will can be strong with Mars in Taurus, and you can use this to
help you transform something that has been a block or holding you
back, and to solve problems that have been in the way. You can
empower yourself, get more control, and won’t put up with others
taking advantage of you.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO You may feel you have more energy and drive with a partner, and you

can give more attention to your connections. You can work to make
them healthier and more secure, and you can strengthen commitments
to good relationships. Bad relationships may seem worse, and you
have to work on improving or find more space.

Productivity can soar with Mars in Taurus, and you can get way more
work done than usual. You can be more organized, structured, and
stick toi a routine or regimen. You can get little things out of the way,
break down big projects into small ones to be more manageable, and
have an eye for the details.

You can be energized when you’re connected to your heart, being
creative, and enjoying yourself. Your heartfelt energy can grow, and
you can become more inspired, which prompts you to take more
action. You can infuse everything mundane with creativity, and this
helps you stay focused when your mind wants to stray.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S Your emotions can drive you to take action, inspire you with anything

you do, and can push you to make things happen. This can be helpful,
however they can also drain you at times, so you need to make sure
you’re taking care of your emotional needs. You may want to
strengthen your foundation, or start something from the ground up.

Your mind can be active, and you can focus on a variety of projects
and ventures to use up your mental energy. You can engage in more
conversations, share information, and may want to learn something
new. You can keep yourself busy, and may want to keep track of the
flow of ideas you have so you don’t miss out on any good ones.



Sun, Mercury & Venus in Cancer
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES There can be more attention to give to home and family matters, and

you may want to spend more time at home or in comfortable places,
and want to have a space to retreat to. You can spend more time with
those you think of as family, and you can be more supportive of
others, and strengthen your own support system.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S Your mind can be active and ideas can flow, and this can keep you

busy and engaged. You can make use of the ideas you come up with,
and can share what you’re thinking with others. You can pursue
opportunities to do something with an idea or plan, and can get
excited by this.

You can feel more at ease by grounding yourself, physically and
mentally, as well as in your dealings with others. This can keep you
centered and focused, and while you may not want to move very
quickly right now, you can keep going with something once you get
started and see it through.

With the Sun, Mercury, and Venus in your sign, you can focus on
starting a new project or venture that you’re excited about, put
together plans and gather information, talk things over, and work well
with others. You can get help to get things started, and you can feel
confident in your choices.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O You may want more time alone, and you can come up with your best

ideas when you’re alone. You can do well helping others, but may
stick to the background and don’t need attention for it. You can get rid
of what you no longer need, finalize plans, and set yourself up for
upcoming opportunities.

An important change can be of focus for you, and you can work on
plans and gather information needed for it, and can think outside the
box with your options. You may get help from your social circle, or
you may work independently. You can enjoy the pursuit, and can
make the change happen.



Sun, Mercury & Venus in Cancer
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Your mental energy can be disciplined, and you can get focused on
what you want to accomplish. You can feel ambitious and ready for
new responsibilities. Progress can be made, and you can hit your stride
in some way. This can be a great time for success and to get
recognition for hard work.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO You can open up to new experiences that thrill you, and you may

want to embark on big adventures and have more optimism with
what’s possible. You can think big and bright, and you can be more
gregarious in your dealings with others. You may want more space to
do what you want.

New opportunities can open up for you if you work on
transformations for the better, and this can also give you more power
and control. You can make use of your passionate energy to make
progress with something you’re invested in, and an intense focus can
take you far.

Connecting with others can be easier, and it can prove beneficial for
you. You can be open with new people, enter into new arrangements,
and have flowing communications with others. You can be comfortable
in one-on-one settings, and can be a better partner in all ways. You
can be committed and compromising.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S Getting organized and bringing some structure and routine to your

daily life can help you in many ways, and you can find ways to get
more time to get more done. You can be extra productive and
efficient, and you can pay close attention to the details, which helps
you maximize your time and energy.

You may want extra time to spend on existing hobbies, or to take up
new ones, and you can enjoy spending time doing what you love and
being with who you love. You can get inspired, and this can help
increase your creative energy, which you can then channel into
everything you do.



Capricorn Full Moon
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES There can be something that you make progress with around the Full

Moon, and you can see the results of what you’ve done so far. You
can make tweaks to your long-term plans thanks to the knowledge you
get from seeing where you are now, and you can work on drilling
down on your plans.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S You can be passionate about what you believe with this Full Moon,

and you can defend it passionately. This can be helpful if you’re
normally a pushover, and you can take time to stand up for yourself
now, and learn how to do that more. If you’re normally aggressive, you
may need to work on being more optimistic and less pushy.

There can be something from the past, something old or deeply
hidden, that you need to work on with the Full Moon, and this might
seem uncomfortable or upset you, but it can ultimately be a good
thing. You can work to get to the core of it, and once you do, you can
make realizations and work on improving.

You may give more support to someone in your life with the Full
Moon, and they may require more from you than usual. Make sure the
relationship is healthy and you have good boundaries as you’re helping
others so you don’t get taken advantage of. You may want more time
with others to feel emotionally stable and secure.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O This Full Moon might point out all of the little things that you need to

get done, and while you can feel you have more energy to do more
and tackle some of the small things, you may also feel stressed out
about this and need to make sure you’re going easy on yourself. Leave
room in your schedule for breaks, rest, and fun.

This Full Moon likely urges you to take time away from work and the
mundane to have fun and be silly. If you can get the time, take it, and
reconnect with joy and with your heart. If you can’t get the time, try to
find moments here and there to enjoy yourself, and be as creative as
possible.



Capricorn Full Moon
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

You can be extra sensitive with this Full Moon, and may want to stay
within your comfort zone for now. You likely need comfort and
familiarity, and emotional support from those you care about. Work on
strengthening yourself internally, and address whatever it might be that
is making you more sensitive.

CA
PR

IC
O

RN
SA

G
IT

TA
RI

U
S

SC
O

RP
IO You may feel like you need to keep busy with the Full Moon, and can

fill up your schedule. While this can help with using up your mental
energy, you may get scattered, unfocused, and drain yourself mentally,
so try to keep that in mind as you agree to new events and projects.
Take time to relax.

This Full Moon can remind you to reconnect with the moment, and
you can take more time to chill out. Give yourself the time and space
to take your time, and get moving when you’re confident. You can feel
like everything is slower with this Full Moon, and that can give you a
chance to slow down.

The Full Moon is in your sign, and this can increase your emotions and
sensitivity. You likely crave more attention and support from those in
your life. You can also see the results of something you’ve been
working on for some time, and there can be culminations and getting
things done.

P
IS

C
ES

A
Q

U
A

RI
U

S This Full Moon can be extra draining for you in every way, and you
may struggle with having the energy you need when you need it. You
can focus on the past, baggage, and what you need to let go of, and
you can gain a better understanding of people and situations, which
helps you move on.

You likely push back against anyone or anything that has tried to hold
you back with this Full Moon, and crave more independence to do
things your own way. Try to avoid being impulsive though, and instead
have some patience. Changes can come, and this can help you find
what you want.



Your June 2024 Notes:

Mars in Taurus
Make plans for greater stability, security, and improved resources:

Capricorn Full Moon
Make plans for progress and improving discipline:

 Mercury & New Moon in Gemini
Make plans for using your mind and ideas and staying active:

Sun, Mercury & Venus in Cancer
Make plans for tending to emotions and focusing on the home and family:



any extra notes:



Each
breath
CALMS

me.
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